Sun protection - make it easier together.

Control of awnings and External blinds: with BECKER.
Imagine a bright, sunny day – and then suddenly dark clouds filling the sky. But instead of rushing outside or home to retract your awning you stay calm and relaxed. As everything has already been taken care of, just like your External blinds – automatically controlled by drives and controls – from BECKER.

Control your awnings and External blinds with BECKER

At the touch of a button
Effortlessly operate your awnings and External blinds at the touch of a button. Moreover, the threshold value setting ensures the awning is not constantly extended and retracted when the weather is a mix of sunshine and clouds.

Always connected
Even if you are not at home you overlook everything at a glance - when you connect your sun protection with the CentralControl system. So you can extend your awning with your smartphone to find your terrace as a leafy bower.

Safety and longevity
A strong breeze or raindrops? The signal for your awning to shelter and retract perfectly. This keeps your awning in pristine condition – and provides the comfort you need to relax.

Sun protection drives
with integrated radio receiver
- Universal use in many shading systems, e.g. articulated arm awnings, cassette awnings, and screens
- Blockage detection when extending and retracting to safeguard your sun protection system
- You also have the option of activating the fabric tightening function, which ensures that the curtain always remains elegant and taut when extended
- On-site operation is possible with a conventional single button

Radio controlled sun-wind-set
Sensor with transmitter as a set (SWS441-II)
- To control a radio controlled drive or an external radio receiver
- Suitable for outdoor sun protection
- Sun and wind thresholds can be set via the transmitter
- Adjustable sensor foot for optimum mounting
- Optional: Supports connection of rain sensor

Radio controlled solar sun-wind-set
Solar sensor with transmitter as a set (SWS641-II)
- With integrated solar power supply, there is no need to lay cables to the main power supply
- To control a radio controlled drive or an external radio receiver
- Can be used with exterior sun protection systems that do not serve as screening
- Sun and wind thresholds can be set via the transmitter
- Adjustable sensor foot for optimum mounting

Radio controlled sun-wind-rain-set
Rain sensor with transmitter as a set (SWS541-II)
- Integrated rain sensor
- Suitable for outdoor sun protection
- Sun and wind thresholds can be set via the transmitter
- Adjustable sensor foot for optimum mounting
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